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ABSTRACT

As paper-based communication is being supplanted by digital
channels like E-mail, Facebook, and Flickr, so is handwritten
and sketch-based expression. We posit that digital pen-and-
paper technologies can bring the unique affordances of paper-
based communication to social media, providing new chan-
nels of expression to those who favor handwriting and sketch-
ing. We present UbiSketch, a ubiquitous real-time sketch-
based communication tool that supports social communica-
tion using natural paper-based interaction. UbiSketch allows
people to create drawings, doodles, and text notes with digi-
tal pens and paper, and publish them via their mobile phones
to online social networks or e-mail. In a 4-week user study,
this novel modality successfully brought sketching into the
public realm, exhibiting characteristics of digital social me-
dia such as rapid authoring and dissemination, while retaining
sketching’s unique qualities of visual communication. Friend
responses to sketches were more numerous and more personal
in nature than those to text and photo postings.
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INTRODUCTION

Paper has traditionally played an important role in commu-
nication, both at a distance and face-to-face. A hand-written
letter can express the author’s message through the words and
style of handwriting; a sketch can quickly express ideas vi-
sually; and an artistic drawing can express an aesthetic sensi-
bility. With the emergence and increasing dominance of dig-
ital media, the use of paper for communication is being sup-
planted. As an example, US mail dropped from 213 billion
pieces in 2006 to 177 billion in 2009 [30]. More strikingly,
there were 330,000 public mailboxes in 2005 – predominantly

1http://www.anoto.com
2http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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used by individuals – but only 177,000 by 2009: the 153,000
boxes were removed because they received less than 25 pieces
of mail a day [28]. This underscores that most of the drop off
in the US mails has been in personal communications.

Of course, typed text and digital photos are now widely used
in digital communication, as e-mail, mobile phones, and so-
cial media like Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr have trans-
formed how we communicate. Yet, while artists continue
to draw in sketch books and students doodle in class note-
books, there is no analogous mechanism for sharing. Given
the uniqueness of sketching as a means of expression, this is
a real loss. As an example of this loss at a personal level, one
group of subjects in our user study had given up their sketch-
ing practice as adults, for lack of time.

With the advent of technologies for digitizing paper-based in-
put, such as Anoto digital pen and paper1, we see an opportu-
nity to enable powerful paper-based communication via social
networking channels and the mobile connectivity provided by
today’s smart phones. Facebook alone facilitates sharing more
than 30 billion pieces of information each month2 supporting
informal, lightweight, text and photo-based communication at
a tremendous scale. We use such tools to keep in touch with
family, friends, and colleagues, and to manage our relation-
ships, both strong and weak. Paper-based sketching and writ-
ing, with their unique expressive and personal character, hold
the promise to expand and enrich these communications.

In this paper we introduce UbiSketch, a lightweight, real-
time system for sharing sketches, created with pen and pa-
per using Anoto technology and 3G smart phones. After high-
lighting the potential interplay between sketching and social
networking, we motivate and describe the UbiSketch sys-
tem. We then present and discuss the results of a 4-week
naturalistic field study, in which we observed how participants

UbiSketch Client

UbiSketch Server

Figure 1. UbiSketch system overview
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used UbiSketch for real-time, sketch-based communication
with their friends and on Facebook. The study revealed that
this novel modality successfully brings sketching into the pub-
lic realm, exhibiting characteristics of digital social media
such as rapid authoring and dissemination, while retaining its
qualities of uniquely personal visual communication. Friend-
response rates to sketches exceeded those of text and photo
postings, and the responses were more personal in nature.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Sketch-based communication possesses unique qualities. Like
spoken and written language, sketches are a form of com-
munication with self and others, and that externalize ideas
for remembering, sharing, discussing, revising, etc. [29]. But
uniquely, sketches convey visuo-spatial ideas directly, they
map elements and spatial relations in the world to elements
and spatial relations on paper [29]. Thus, it is easier to ex-
plain thoughts and ideas by sketching them than attempting
to verbally describe them. Moreover, Buxton observed that
sketches are quick to make, timely (provided when needed),
inexpensive, disposable, and show the peculiarities of individ-
uals’ handwriting [6]. Sketches can be made on virtually any
surface, from napkins, to walls, to printed copies of scientific
paper. Sketches give a sense of openness and freedom, and re-
quire only minimal detail to render intended concepts. Their
ambiguous nature encourages multiple various interpretations
and thus serves as a catalyst for conversation.

Accordingly, people sketch to express themselves creatively,
to brainstorm, and to share ideas. They sketch individually
or collaboratively, for leisure and for work. People sketch to
express feelings or relieve boredom, and doodling during lec-
tures or meetings has shown to aid memory and focus [1].
Designers sketch to explore concepts, often iterating between
different approaches [6] to make abstract ideas concrete [6,
18]. Artists also often use an iterative process, with final paint-
ings evolving from rough sketches. Sketching creates external
representations that play a central role in what Schön terms a
reflective conversation with materials [23], common to design
and integral to artistic cognition [7].

Yet, for all the benefits of sketching, sketches can be dif-
ficult to re-access, edit, rearrange, or share [16]. This has
motivated the exploration of digital alternatives. Sutherland’s
Sketchpad was the first system to introduce pen-based user
interfaces to support sketching [27]. Following this work, re-
search evolved to explore pen-based sketching through inter-
active tablets such as the Interactive Worksurface Project [20]
or the NPL electronic paper project [4]. Other tools supported
sketching through electronic pads, for example SILK [17]. Al-
though these systems enable digital input and interactive feed-
back, the material properties of a digital tablet or board do not
offer the same experience and tactile feedback as sketching on
paper, so users often have to adjust their drawing techniques
accordingly [11]. Also, digital aids today cannot afford grasp-
ing, folding, and carrying as paper can. The many affordances
of paper remain unique [24, 19].

We conjecture that the optimal solution is a hybrid system
combining paper documents and digital resources. The digi-
tal pens based on Anoto technology support this model. This
technology is able to track a pen’s position on paper doc-

uments. Several pages of handwriting can be captured and
stored within the pen before being transferred to a PC via
USB connection. Anoto, Hitachi Maxell, and Logitech have
released pens that support streaming mode, where position
information is transmitted continuously. To support devel-
oper access to Anoto technology and offer digital function-
ality for paper-based interactions, several frameworks such as
PADD [13], the iPaper framework [21], and PaperToolkit [35]
have been introduced. Anoto has been used in recent years
to develop interactive paper applications addressing issues re-
lated to paper-digital cohabitation [8, 31], paper-based inter-
actions with digital applications [25], support for field biol-
ogy work [34], dynamic visual representation of paper inter-
actions [26], or speech therapy [22].

Paper also serves as a medium for informal communica-
tion [24]: making short notes to themselves or to others
(e.g. with post-its), communicating feelings and emotions
(e.g. with a phrase, a doodle or a sketch) or sharing informa-
tion in local or remote situations (e.g. sharing notes of a lec-
ture or mailing a letter). Yet, because people are constantly on
the move and social communities are widely dispersed, there
are substantial communication needs that this medium cannot
support. To address these issues, a range of digital applica-
tions and modalities to support social communication have
been introduced. Wellman studied how networked comput-
ing systems affect and enable social communication [32], and
highlighted the importance of technologies supporting com-
munication over long distances, connecting people with mu-
tual interests regardless of physical location [33]. In recent
years, social networking sites (SNSs) emerged as an important
tool to support informal communication, with Facebook being
the most representative example. Researchers have studied di-
verse aspects of SNS communication in different settings [14,
3]. Examples range from rural and urban communities [12]
to university students [10], or how mobility influences com-
munication within and around the social network itself [2].
Other research has studied how SNSs evolve over time and
how people adapt to changes [15], highlighting how impor-
tant usage pattern emerged either due to changes in the user’s
social context or the introduction of new features and possibil-
ities. Now, with the increasing functionalities of mobile smart
phones, SNSs interactivity are moving from users’ desktops
into the palms of their users [2].

The overwhelming convenience of digital communication dis-
courages handwriting and hand-drawn sketch-based commu-
nication and the unique modes of expression that they afford.
Yet, with the emergence of the Anoto pen technology and the
mobile networking provided by mobile smart phones, we see
an opportunity to bring the affordances of paper-based expres-
sion to SNSs. We conjecture that the introduction of paper-
based sketching to informal digital communication can drive
important changes in the way people communicate with their
online social communities.

In the next section we introduce UbiSketch, a mobile digi-
tal pen and paper application enabling sketch-based real-time
lightweight communication. While Anoto itself was the ear-
liest introducer of a simple form of paper-based communi-
cation over mobile phones—the application allowed users to
send paper-based notes as MMS messages—to the best of our
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knowledge no research has undertaken exploring and study-
ing effects of paper-mediated informal communication and its
interaction effects within and around online social networks.

UBISKETCH

UbiSketch is a mixed paper-digital infrastructure that trans-
mits pen and paper sketches in real-time to any desired online
service. Users carry an Anoto digital pen, Anoto-Augmented
paper for sketching, and a Bluetooth-enabled LG-Expo mo-
bile phone to communicate with the server component of
UbiSketch. By exploiting the affordances of pen, paper, and
mobile phone, UbiSketch expands the reach of paper-based
interaction.

System Architecture

The UbiSketch infrastructure, illustrated in Figure 1, is an
extension of the iPaper framework [21] for Windows-based
mobile smart phones. Users interact with UbiSketch through
paper, imprinted with Anoto dot pattern. Interactive paper-
buttons are implemented by mapping specific regions of the
paper to input events; tapping the pen on a paper button trig-
gers a specific event in the client. Analogous buttons are also
provided on the phone UI. Otherwise, any data generated by
pen activity is appended to the current sketch. We are using
Anoto DP-201 digital pens, which streams data in real-time
over Bluetooth to the mobile phone’s UbiSketch client while
the user is sketching. The mobile phone client processes and
temporarily stores the streamed information. The UbiSketch
client is implemented in C# on Windows Mobile 6.5, on .NET
Compact Framework 3.5, and runs on the LG Expo phone.

The user shares a sketch by tapping the appropriate paper or
phone button. This event triggers the UbiSketch client to for-
ward stored information, augmented with supplementary data
(current GPS position, and ID of the phone, digital pen, and
paper document used), to the UbiSketch server. The server
further processes the recorded pen strokes and supplementary
data to fit the requirements of the specified communication
channel, generating a JPEG image, and then pushes the sketch
to the desired publication channel(s). In most respects, the
shared sketch rendering faithfully captures the paper sketch,
except that the digital lines are of uniform width.

The UbiSketch server has a plug-in architecture that enables
development and deployment of extensions to support new
publishing channels. The existing plug-ins support Facebook
(through the SketchBook application and the facebook-java-
api1), Twitter (with the SketchTweet application and the Twit-
ter4J2 library) and email (to the sketcher for subsequent for-

Figure 2. SketchBook / SketchTweet / Diary

warding, as well as the researchers) over a Diary channel.
SketchBook posts user’s sketches to an album dedicated to
UbiSketches on the user’s Facebook profile. Subsequent so-
cial interactions, such as comments or “likes”, are directly
supported by Facebook’s interface. SketchTweet provides sim-
ilar functionality for Twitter.

Exploratory Pilot Study

To inform the design of the paper user interface (UI) and elicit
early feedback on UbiSketch, we ran an exploratory study in
a controlled environment with 11 participants (6 women and
5 men, age 22 to 55, avg. 32). We asked participants to draw
one or more sketches and tap on paper-buttons to upload them
via SketchBook.

The outcome of this study was informative. The published
sketches, despite being created in a laboratory setting, led to
conversations and social interactions on the Web and in per-
son. After interacting with the provided UI prototypes, par-
ticipants expressed these preferences: (1) The sketching area
should be maximized and the digitized sketch should faith-
fully capture the details of the original, (2) The paper UI
should be portable, simple, and easy to use, (3) The primary
interface should be the paper (minimizing phone interaction),
and (4) The phone UI should be employed to provide feed-
back and status. These preferences were fed into the final de-
sign, described below.

Paper User Interface

The sketching area is maximized, utilizing the entire page.
To balance size and portability, we offered two different pa-
per formats, small (15cm x 10cm), and large (22cm x 28cm)
notebooks. The paper-based control panel was printed on
sticker paper. We placed one control panel sticker on the outer
“flap” of each notebook, easily accessible from any page, and
provided additional stickers that users could place in conve-
nient locations. As shown in Fig. 3, the control panel allows
users to: save a sketch on the phone, clear the current sketch
from the phone, load a previously-saved sketch, or share a
sketch to Facebook, Twitter, or to the Diary channel. Load-
ing a previously-saved sketch means tapping the load button
and then tapping the area on the paper of a previously-saved
sketch.

Save Clear Diary Twitter FacebookLoad

+

Figure 3. UbiSketch paper-based control panel

Mobile Phone User Interface

The mobile phone UI is intended to be secondary to the pa-
per UI, providing optional visual feedback. As users sketch
on paper, the phone UI automatically displays a rendering of
the sketch, in the same color ink as the pen’s, in horizontal or
landscape mode. During the evolution of the sketch, the ren-
dering is dynamically resized so that the screen’s real estate is
best used. The phone’s UI also contains a control panel, iden-
tical to the paper control panel, and a status bar that displays

1http://code.google.com/p/facebook-java-api
2http://twitter4j.org
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feedback regarding events triggered via the paper or phone
control panel. For example, after a user taps the paper button
to publish a sketch to Facebook, the status bar indicates that
the sketch is being published, and then whether it was suc-
cessfully published.

USER STUDY

We conducted a user study to learn how Ubisketch’s unique
modality of sketch-based communication shape the interplay
of sketching and social interaction. Specifically: 1) How do
participants use and experience UbiSketch, and incorporate
it into their lives? 2) How and why do participants use
UbiSketch to communicate, and how is this communication
shaped by UbiSketch? 3) How does using UbiSketch impact
participants’ social interactions and relationships, and how
does this influence participants’ sketching?

To observe naturalistic usage practices, we ran a 4-week field
study. We conducted pre-study training sessions and inter-
views to assess participants’ existing sketching and social net-
working habits. We then conducted weekly follow-up inter-
views regarding their experiences, published sketches, and
subsequent social interactions. At the end study, we con-
ducted a final interview to investigate participants’ sketching,
communication, and social practices, presenting their own
sketches and those of their group-mates to ease recall and
elicit discussion.

Participants

We recruited 10 participants, 4 female and 6 male, ages 22
to 46 (avg = 31.9), who enjoyed sketching, were interested
in sharing their sketches, and used Facebook. To explore
usage in different social structures, we recruited 1 individ-
ual, 3 pairs, and a group of 3. The participants’ Facebook
friends also indirectly participated through Facebook interac-
tions around the published sketches. We identify groups as
follows: a unique letter (A–E), followed by group size (1–3).
We identify participants by their group ID followed by a “–”
and a digit (1–3).

In group A3, A3-1 and A3-2 are a married couple, who moved
from [US city] to [US city] during the study, and A3-3 is a
close friend living in [a distant US city]. A3-1 (male, age 26)
is a chef/photographer, A3-2 (female, age 27) is a seminary
graduate student, and A3-3 (female, age 27) is a computer
science graduate student.

Pair B2 consists of two brothers who live an hour’s drive
apart in [US metropolitan area]. One is an artist / teacher
(B2-1, male, age 43), and the other is a salesperson / holis-
tic health instructor (B2-2, male, age 46). C2 is a pair of
friends who live near each other in [US metropolitan area]: an
artist/teacher (C2-1, male, age 37) and a computer program-
mer (C2-2, male, age 36). Pair D2 consists of undergraduates,
friends and classmates who live nearby in [US city] and see
each other regularly (D2-1, male, age 24) and (D2-2, female,
age 22). Individual E1 (female, age 31) is a stay-at-home mom
and jewelry artisan living in [US city].

Sketching and Sketch-Sharing Practices

All participants regularly doodled and hand-wrote notes on
paper, while drawing practices varied: 7 participants drew

regularly, 2 drew occasionally, and 1 never drew. Participants
occasionally shared sketches face-to-face but rarely online.
The members of group A3 occasionally mailed each other pa-
per sketches, the 4 students sometimes showed their doodles
to classmates, and C2-1, an artist, had posted photos of his
paintings on his website. Two participants had, infrequently,
scanned sketches, edited them in Photoshop, and posted them
on Facebook.

All participants used Facebook as their primary online social
networking tool. Eight have between 132 and 219 friends, and
2 have larger social networks (651 and 1419 friends). Five
read content throughout the day, and the remaining 5 read it
once or twice a day. Two participants post content at least 3
times a day, while the remaining 7 post weekly or less. They
primarily post status updates or comments, and they occasion-
ally post photos, links or events. Participants accessed Face-
book in a variety of ways, depending on the context: 6 some-
times used mobile phones, 7 sometimes used laptops, and 4
sometimes used desktops.

Methods

With each participant, we conducted a pre-study interview
and training session, in which we defined the study task—
sketch as they would normally, but using UbiSketch, for 4
weeks. We also conducted weekly mid-study interviews and
a post-study interview, to which we asked participants to
bring their original paper sketches. All interviews were audio-
recorded and transcribed. We provided each participant with
an LG-Expo smart-phone, an Anoto DP-201 digital pen, and
two notebooks (small and large) containing Anoto-augmented
paper. Throughout the study, we collected the published, dig-
itized sketches and the resulting interactions (e.g., Facebook
comments and likes).

Analysis

We logged UbiSketch usage on the client, server, and—with
the consent of the participants and their Facebook friends—
we retrieved the Facebook interactions attached to published
sketches. The collected data was analyzed qualitatively and
quantitively. We used elements of grounded theory [9] to ana-
lyze the interviews, the published sketches, and the Facebook
conversations that arose from them. Quantitative analysis was
performed on data, logged by the UbiSketch server (published
sketches and associated metadata), and on related data ob-
tained from Facebook regarding subsequent interactions. In
the next section we detail the results of our analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the 4-week user-study data allows us to clas-
sify UbiSketch usage, and Ubisketch’s impact in users’ com-
munication within and around their social environment. Our
analysis breaks down into four broad categories in the fol-
lowing subsections: UbiSketch Usage and Social Activity,
Archetypal Users, The Sketching Experience, and Sketching
to Communicate.

i

UbiSketch Usage and Social Activity

We analyzed the usage of UbiSketch over the 4 weeks of
the study in terms of the total number of sketches published
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by our participants on the different channels. A total of 241
sketches was published through UbiSketch and every user up-
loaded between 3 and 55 sketches (avg=25, stdv=18.9). Face-
book was the most used channel (78%).

Participants used UbiSketch in a variety of locations (home,
work, school, a cafe, a friend’s home, outdoors, and in motor
vehicles) and contexts (in class, in transit, while cooking, at
work, at church, during leisure activities, while simply draw-
ing, and even walking). They sketched on a variety of sur-
faces, including a table, a bed, the floor, lap, knees, or in the
hands. Nine out of 10 participants typically kept Ubisketch’s
phone out while sketching, periodically referring to it for vi-
sual feedback: to see how the digital sketch looked or to
check the application’s status (e.g., to monitor publication
progress, to troubleshoot). The remaining participant, D2-1,
kept the phone in his backpack while sketching. A3-1 kept her
own smart phone out, in addition to the UbiSketch phone, so
that she could tag people in the sketches on Facebook. Eight
participants exclusively interacted with the paper UI (con-
trol panel), while 2 sometimes used the phone’s UI as well.
Six participants exclusively used the small notebook, 2 exclu-
sively used the large one, and 2 used both. They carried the
equipment in pockets, purses, or backpacks. Six participants
always drew spontaneously, 2 always thought about what they
wanted to sketch in advance, and the remaining 2 partici-
pants’ sketches were sometimes spontaneous and sometimes
planned. B2-1 sometimes pencilled sketches on the Anoto pad
first, then penned the final sketch in. He explained, “I almost
always draw with a pencil and then ink it in”.

UbiSketch was heavily used throughout the study. Figure 4,
highlights how the novelty effect played a role in the first
week of the study. After week 1 we experienced technical
problems due to the increasing complexity of the sketches be-
ing posted by our participants. The complexity of the sketches
increased the volume of information being transmitted, which
in turn induced long transmission times, creating time-out
problems. As a consequence, complex sketches could not be
published. We released a fix that our participants installed dur-
ing week 2 or 3. During week 4 the usage increased.
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Figure 4. UbiSketch publication statistics

Data collected from users’ Facebook profile was analyzed to
conceptualize how a UbiSketch is perceived by the social en-
vironment of participants. Fig. 5(a) compares, per sketch ver-
sus per photo, the average number of comments, likes, and the
number of friends that commented or liked. To avoid the per-
turbance of sketches on photo behavior, we used the 48 weeks
of photo data preceding the study. UbiSketch drove substan-
tially more attention and social interaction than photos.

Fig. 5(a) suggests that perhaps sketches allow people to be
more personal than “just” a photo. To gain insight on this
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Figure 5. Social Interaction: UbiSketch vs. Photos on Facebook (error
bars show 95% confidence interval of the mean)

idea, we ran an additional analysis on the contents of the
comments on the photos and UbiSketches. Building on previ-
ous work [5], we quantified the personalness of UbiSketches
and photos by counting the number of specific personal pro-
nouns such as ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘you’. Figure 5(b) highlights how
UbiSketch comments on average, contain markedly more per-
sonal pronouns than regular Facebook photos.

These quantitative analyses, all told, suggest that the sketches
provide unique communication affordances when made avail-
able in the Facebook milieu. In the subsequent subsections,
we discuss the qualitative aspects of sketching with UbiSketch
to gain a greater understanding of why this is so.

Archetypal Users

Based on our analysis of the published sketches and the per-
formed interviews, we outline three archetypal users that can
be considered as a representative example of how the study-
participants used UbiSketch. These help to inform the results
presented in the subsequent subsections.

The Artist

C2-1 is an artist with a regular sketching practice. He sits
in a cafe and draws in a sketchbook for an hour every day.
His sketchbooks are private and he rarely shows them to any-
one. In his work he uses certain recurring shapes and visual
themes, which he describes as a visual language that he uses
to express himself. His sketches tend to be abstract, energetic,
and highly aesthetic.

With UbiSketch, C2-1 has continued his existing practice of
sketching in a cafe, simply swapping his ordinary sketchbook
and pen with those we provided. He shares all of his sketches
on Facebook, and enjoys the new experience of publishing
his sketches rather than keeping them hidden. He gets lots
of feedback from friends and family, who comment on and
like his sketches, and enjoys hearing from people with whom
he would not ordinarily share or discuss art and people with
whom he does not ordinarily connect on Facebook. He has
changed the content of his sketches somewhat since he be-
gan publishing them online, shifting from a purely aesthetic
style to a more expressive, storytelling style. He thinks more
about what he wants to tell people, rather than just drawing
for practice, just for himself. For example, he has expressed
his feeling of being overwhelmed as the father of a newborn,
his discomfort during hot weather, and, concerns about his
upcoming surgery, as shown in Fig. 6(a). His sketches never
contain words, yet he adds a title or comment to each sketch
on Facebook, in a post-publishing step, to hint at the signifi-
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cance of the sketches’ often abstract contents.The UbiSketch
interface has also impacted his drawing style. He likes how the
simple nature of the drawing interface constrains his sketches
to be relatively simple, small, and quickly drawn. He also en-
joys that he cannot erase or undo pen strokes, since this frees
him from dwelling on details.

The Doodler

D2-1 is an undergraduate student who doodles in his notebook
during class. Doodling helps him stay alert in early morning
classes and provides a creative outlet to pass the time when
he’s bored. He rarely shares his sketches, except sometimes
with friends who are sitting near him in class. He believes
that he is not good at drawing, yet he doodles prolifically.

With UbiSketch, D2-1 continues to doodle in class. He brings
his UbiSketch notebook and his ordinary class notebook, and
uses the Anoto pen to sketch in one and to take notes in the
other. He prefers to organize the material in separate note-
books and simply moves his hand back and forth between
them. His doodles, such as Fig. 6(b), consist primarily of
handwritten text accompanied by quirky cartoonish drawings,
which together tell a rambling, stream-of-consciousness story
in words and pictures. He describes his dreams, his past and
recent experiences, his current feelings, and the adventures of
fictional characters he makes up. His sketches generally con-
tain the implicit message that he is bored during class and
is reaching out to his friends. He enjoys getting feedback on
Facebook from his friends, and uses UbiSketch as a sort of
diary that talks back. Because he typically creates quick, sim-
plistic doodles, UbiSketch has not greatly impacted D2-1’s
sketching style.

The Socializer

A3-1 is a graduate student with a long history of sharing
comic strips with her old friends, A3-2 and A3-3, a married
couple who live in a distant city. Years ago, they created a
set of comic cartoon characters (avatars) to represent each
of them, and they periodically draw comic strips portraying
their real and fictional adventures and mail them to each other.
When they get together in person, for vacations or holidays,
they draw these comics together. Hardly anyone else knows
about their comics, except for close friends and family mem-
bers who have seem the comics at their homes.

UbiSketch brings A3-1 and her friends A3-2 and A3-3 long-
standing practice of sketching cartoons for each other to Face-
book. A3-1’s sketches frequently contain her triad’s avatars,
as outlined by Fig. 6(c), along with avatars for other friends
and family members, as well as fictional characters. Her
sketches usually contain some hand-written words, used to
label elements of the scene or clarify the activities being de-
picted. Post sketch-sharing on Facebook, she usually tags
people depicted in the sketch, so that they’ll be notified of
sketches intended for them—using sketches to send “think-
ing of you” messages to particular friends. Those friends, and
others, often respond with comments or likes. In addition to
sending messages to friends, A3-1 uses UbiSketch as a vi-
sual blog, to update friends on how she is feeling (stressed,
happy) and what is going on in her life (an impending dead-
line, a fun vacation, an outing with friends). A3-1 sketches in
many different contexts, including work, home, in transit, and

out with friends. She sometimes sketches collaboratively with
friends and family: letting them draw, drawing together, and
incorporating their suggestions into her drawings. Because
she can publish sketches easily immediately with UbiSketch,
she shares more short vignettes, and fewer lengthy stories. In
the past, there were many comics she never got around to fin-
ishing or sending to her friends. In a similar vein, she appre-
ciates the fact that she cannot erase or undo ink strokes with
UbiSketch, it prevents her from getting caught up in striving
for perfection.

The Sketching Experience

Naturalness, immediateness, informality

All participants said using UbiSketch felt natural, like using
an ordinary pen and paper. Although two participants thought
the pen was too wide, and many complained about its am-
biguous vibratory feedback: “Sometimes the pen buzzes and I
didn’t know why” (A3-1), they appreciated the feeling of us-
ing pen and paper. A3-2 valued the paper’s tactile feedback,
“when you’re trying to draw without the feel of actual resis-
tance that the paper gives you, it’s like you’re ice skating with
a pen.” C2-1 enjoyed the familiarity: “it’s not like I’m draw-
ing on a computer screen, you have that natural feeling of
paper and pen, which we all know.”

Many participants remarked that using UbiSketch felt direct.
E1-1 said, “UbiSketch just does what you want it to do, and
what you’re used to do. There’s not that interface between
doing what you want to do and doing what it’s actually do-
ing.” A3-2 described his and his wife’s (A3-3) initial surprise
at UbiSketch’s directness: “When we saw the [control panel]
stickers ... we were like, pushing on the paper, like mocking,
‘What is this supposed to do?’ And then you touch the pen
to it, and [your sketch] is on Facebook. You’re like, ‘Whoa ...
this is unreal’.”

UbiSketch’s immediacy was a crucial factor in sharing
sketches. C2-1 explained, “I really like being able to draw
something and have it immediately on a digital image, and
then be able to immediately post it. To have to make a draw-
ing and then scan it at home and then email it to Facebook –
I would never do that.” A3-2 concurred, explaining, “without
[UbiSketch], I definitely would not have ever published any
of those sketches online. I don’t even know if I would have
sketched them at all.”

Managing technical constraints

Participants adapted their drawing styles to UbiSketch’s tech-
nical constraints. For example, lines always had the same
thickness, shading did not render well: “After a couple ex-
periments with more intricate sketches, I pretty much stuck to
little cartoon bubble drawings” (A3-2). B2-1 complained that
the pen’s digital coordinates had higher resolution than ink on
paper: “[The lines] don’t always meet up the same way,” so
he tried to draw lines in continuous strokes. B2-2 described
his attitude toward the inability to erase, saying, “Whatever
hits the paper is there, and so you have to kind of be in ac-
ceptance.” The phone’s memory limitations led A3-2 to sim-
plify his sketches, which helped him communicate: “It gets
the point across a lot better when it’s simpler because every-
body is so used to expressing “This is how my day went” in
170 words or less.”
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Figure 6. Participants UbiSketches (1 of 2)

UbiSketch vs. photos and scans of sketches

We asked participants to explain how UbiSketch was differ-
ent than sharing scans or photos of sketches. B2-2 appreci-
ated that UbiSketch captures only the ink: “you don’t end up
with grayscale in the back of your drawing...you don’t have a
bunch of artifacts that are really in the way.” A3-1 remarked
that with her camera-phone, photography might not be fea-
sible because it cannot focus close up and lacks a flash: “it
would have been impossible to take a picture...I was using
the phone’s light to draw the picture.” For C2-2, UbiSketch
had a conceptual advantage: “The [UbiSketch] technology in-
herently suggests sharing drawings. I wouldn’t typically even
think to take a picture of a sketch.” Indeed, only B2-2 had ever
shared a photo of a sketch.

Sketching to Communicate

The synergy between paper-based digital sketching and a
semi-public channel like Facebook created a dynamic ecol-
ogy, affecting how and what participants sketched, who com-
mented on the sketches, even impacting face-to-face interac-
tions.

Representational devices: avatars, text labels, & beyond

Five participants used cartoon avatars to represent themselves
symbolically within sketches, leveraging their existing paper-
based sketching practices: B2-1 used Snoopy, D2-2 used a
“creepy cat creature”, and group A used cute cartoon char-
acters they created. Participants also used symbols to convey
other kinds of information. For example, C2-1 drew on recur-
ring visual themes, explaining, “It’s like a language.” He de-
scribed a sketch (Fig. 6(d)): “This is an image that I’ve drawn
many times before, and it takes on different meanings...I was
feeling really worn out and stretched thin.”

Participants typically combined images and hand-written text
in their sketches: 4.8% of sketches contained only text, 30.7%
contained only images, and the remaining 64.5% contained
both text and images. In 46.3% of sketches, text was used to
label elements within the sketch or to clarify its meaning, as
A3-2 explained: “I’m not cool enough to be able to express
everything I want to in just pictures, so, I’ll draw word bub-
bles with people talking.” In 29.4% of sketches, text conveyed
a specific message (e.g., ”Happy Birthday”). For most partic-
ipants, text was “only to back up the drawings” (B2-1), how-
ever for D2-1 text was often primary. One participant (C2-1)
titled his sketches, explaining “I always title my larger art-
work, but in terms of sketches in a sketchbook I don’t...since
I’m posting to Facebook I’ve been feeling the need to give
them all titles.”

Participants often told sequential stories within a single
sketch. For example, B2-1 detailed his day at the beach, and
C2-2 sent the researchers “a bug report” (Fig. 6(e)) .They also
published sketch sequences, telling comic-strip style stories
or showing the process of a sketch’s creation. Participant C2-
2, published a steganographic sketch in 4 parts, intended to be
superimposed in viewers’ minds.

Feedback

Participants received a lot of feedback, usually encouraging,
sympathetic, or funny. Because A3-3 posted more than pre-
viously on Facebook, she got more feedback: “Being able to
post the sketches, I ended up having a lot more interaction
with people... Now, I actually have comments and conversa-
tions going back and forth with people.” E1-1 also received
many comments on her children’s drawings, e.g. the chil-
dren’s grandmother expressed her enjoyment (“oh Grandma
Just loves your pitcher”). Participants were usually encour-
aged by the feedback they received, as evinced by B2-2’s re-
mark: “It made me really want to draw more.” Unfortunately,
they sometimes felt frustrated when viewers misinterpreted
sketches. B2-1 related, “I don’t feel like I really made com-
munication with them”, adding that he sometimes hand-wrote
words to “add information to a sort of ambiguous drawing.”

Participants wanted more friends using UbiSketch, and their
friends didn’t want to be left out. D2-1 wanted to distribute
the conversation more evenly, explaining, “It shouldn’t just be
one person drawing and everyone commenting on that person.
It’s more fun if everyone’s drawing and you can comment on
each other or build off of the stuff.” Participants’ friends also
expressed interest. For example, E1-1’s friend commented,
“I love this!! I wanna draw, now!”, and A3-1 said that her
friends wanted to to respond to her with sketches of their own.

Participants also received feedback through various channels,
including email, phone calls, or face-to-face conversations.
D2-1 typically spoke to his friend D2-2 in person, explaining,
“Usually I would just face-to-face comment.” E1-1 emailed
some sketches to her grandfather, and related, “he didn’t ac-
tually write me back, but he called.” And despite B2-2’s Face-
book privacy settings, which restricted comments, his friends
encouraged him through email and private Facebook mes-
sages. He related, “a bunch of people said they want to com-
ment on my drawings, like ‘Wow. I can’t comment on your
things, but your drawings are cool’.”

Participants created sketches in response to feedback from
friends, or posted sketches and comments intended to influ-
ence others’ sketching. For example, B2-1 responded to his
friend’s comment (“Curse you right-handed butter knives”),
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Figure 7. Participants UbiSketches (2 of 2)

on a drawing of a knife slicing butter, with one of a left-
handed butter knife. Also, A3-1 tried to inspire A3-2 and
A3-3 to publish more sketches by depicting them drawing in a
sketch of her own (Fig. 6(f)), and on another occasion, wrote
a comment (“CARTOON!”) to encourage A3-2 to elaborate
on his Facebook status (“just saw a pig give birth”). She re-
lated, “the [UbiSketch] picture showed up later, and I was
very happy.”

The Synergy of Ubisketch and Facebook

UbiSketch’s real-time, mobile publication enabled partici-
pants to quickly share context-dependent information such
as locale. Facebook’s newsfeed and the common practice of
posting about contemporaneous events encouraged it, creat-
ing a powerful synergy.

The lightweight nature of UbiSketch and the inherent infor-
mality of sketching encouraging many participants to share
more sketches. D2-1 explained, “I don’t really show my
sketches digitally ’cause they’re nothing to write home about.
So why would I make an effort to show people?...But if
it’s automatic then there’s not really no cost to [sharing
them], so...It’s kind of a casual thing.” The simplicity of us-
ing Ubisketch allowed A3-3 to express a lighter side of her
personality: “It allowed me to be more playful. Some of
my friends think I’m too serious, so I think it helped [them
see] that I wasn’t just this formal type of person that they
knew but someone who could enjoy telling something funny
through a sketch.” It also relieved participants from worry-
ing about viewers critiques: “no one’s really judging it very
heavily...[there’s] nothing serious about it, so I don’t really
think that I was too worried about what people would say”
(2B-1). It also lowered communication barriers, as E1-1 de-
scribed: “I had my kids use it because all of my family lives far
away...often they’ll draw little stuff and I’ll save it, and mean
to mail it to my mom, and I never do it... [with UbiSketch] it
was done, and I sent it, and it’s saved.”

Betraying a Facebook mindset, A3-3 explained why real-time
publication was critical to convey certain types of informa-
tion: “It was such an in-the-moment kind of a thing that
once a day passed, there was no point in posting it up. It just
wouldn’t have the same meaning to me. It wouldn’t have the
same meaning to people looking at it.” The real-time nature
of UbiSketch allowed participants to micro-publish, sharing
“just really small snapshots... trying to capture just the mo-
ment” (A3-3). A3-2 explained the importance of UbiSketch’s
mobility: “If it’s small and...portable and we take it with us,
it’s all about living in the moment and using it when it’s op-
portunistic. It’s really important to be able to publish it in that
same context.”

Enhancing Social Interaction

UbiSketch helped participants and their friends maintain a
sense of awareness of, and connectedness with, each other.
For example, B2-1 shared his activities, explaining one sketch
as “everything that happened to me that day.” And A3-2
kept up with A3-1’s life without having to ask, explaining
“How many times do you forget to say, ‘How’s your Gung
Gung?’, which is her Grandpa. So, you see the sketch, he’s
there and he’s smiling, [and you think], ‘Oh, he’s okay. That’s
good’.” Also, drawing pictures depicting themselves together
(see Fig. 6(f)) helped Group A, who lived in distant cities, to
feel connected: “we can’t take [photos] together when they’re
that far away, but we can still draw pictures where we’re all
together” A3-1. UbiSketch led to increased social interaction,
both in-person and online. D2-1 related, “There’s more social
interaction for both places...with online-only friends and then
here-friends that also look on my Facebook.” For example,
Group A rekindled their sketch-sharing practice, which they
had become too busy to maintain as adults. A3-3 recounted,
“it was really emotional ’cause it’s been a while since we’ve
communicated in this way...and sketching is just so much a
part of how we’ve communicated in the past.”

Participants also sketched collaboratively with friends and
family. Over 13% of the published sketches were created by
guest-artists, in collaboration with 7 participants. Remark-
ably, 10% of all sketches were created by children (Fig. 7(a));
three of the participants’ young children (ages 3-6) sketched
under their parents’ supervision. Participants’ friends also
collaborated indirectly, suggesting what to write or draw.
What these behaviors suggest is that the digital sharing of
sketches—at least when untethered from the computer—
creates social interactions in the physical world as well.

Many participants noticed that UbiSketch strengthened
weaker ties. D2-1 expressed surprise, remarking, “my close
friends, yeah, I expected that ... but random [people] I
wouldn’t have expected.” A3-3 appreciated the interaction
that strengthened weak ties: “to have even a five or six-line
comment back and forth with them was way more interaction
than we’d had in years.” In another example, C2-1 forged a
connection with his brother-in-law, relating, “To have him see
my work and comment on it and seem interested–it was grati-
fying to connect with him. He’s not someone I connect with in
any way.”

Private to Public

With UbiSketch, participants shared more sketches, and con-
sequently shared information that they might not otherwise
share. A3-3 posted more about her life, explaining, “I didn’t
really post many updates to Facebook before UbiSketch...I
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could let people into what was going on with me because
drawing was so much more fun than saying, ‘Hi, I’m having
a good day”’ (Fig. 7(b)). C2-1 also shared more of his draw-
ings, which helped reduce the isolation of his work: “A lot
of my work just ends up being hidden away in a sketchbook
or in my studio...One thing that’s really good for me as an
artist is...to think about how to connect with people through
my work, because my work can be kind of a solitary thing.”

Some participants adjusted their sketching for public presen-
tation. D2-1 explained that instead of “random doodle stuff”,
he tried to draw “something that other people would possibly
be interested in” and that would tell “some sort of story.” A3-
2 said, “just like you would filter out things that you would say
over a social network, you filter out the things that you would
draw.” C2-1 created more “diaristic” and “personal” sketches
for Facebook, relating, “I figured, ‘Well, it’s my Facebook
page, I suppose I should be doing things about me’.”

UbiSketch enabled users to communicate things that they
could not express, or would not feel comfortable express-
ing, through words or photos. E1-1 related, “There’s certain
things you just can’t type up with words. I do a lot of photog-
raphy, and that’s still not the same thing as drawing some-
thing.” A3-2 used UbiSketch “whenever words wouldn’t do
something justice, or you could put a funny spin on some-
thing that was just pathetically mundane.” D2-1 added, “In
this kind of format, I feel like it’s socially okay for me to say
whatever it is that I’m feeling...But if I actually write it out as
a status thing...then it’s just kind of awkward.”

Participants were able to express their feelings by sketching.
E1-1 described some of her sketches as “like emotional state,
almost like a diary entry,” and C2-2 sketched himself bent into
the shape of a pretzel to illustrate how he felt after helping a
friend install insulation (Fig. 7(c)). A3-1 felt that her sketches,
about an impending paper deadline (Fig. 7(d)), were easier to
relate to than a status update, explaining, “It’s easier to see
yourself in that [situation] and think ‘I’ve been there’.” C2-2
used humor to make light of his concern about an upcoming
surgery in a sketch, highlighted in Fig. 6(a), titled “Strabismus
Massacre Feared Dead”: “The title is showing you the over-
the-top silliness of the fear of this surgery. I’m sure it will be
fine and not a big deal, but in my mind it’s this horrible thing.”

UbiSketch gave sketch viewers additional insight into au-
thors’ thoughts and feelings. For example, it eased under-
standing between A3-3 and her husband. She related, “nor-
mally, he’s trying to verbally describe his thoughts to me and
I get so lost...the picture makes a lot more sense” (Fig. 7(e)).
She consequently paid more attention to sketches than to her
friends’ other online updates, explaining “The sketches just
expressed a whole lot more.” For example, one of A3-1’s
sketches expressed her sadness that her friends were moving
farther away, and A3-3 related, “There’s just no better way,
and I knew exactly how she felt.”

CONCLUSION

When other media went online, sketching was left behind, ef-
fectively silencing a unique form of visual communication for
the typical sketcher. In seeking a remedy to this problem, we
explored real-time sketch-based communication by using mo-

bile phones to connect digital pens and paper to online so-
cial networks like Facebook. We created a working prototype
system called UbiSketch and conducted a 4-week field study
to observe participants’ usage, experiences, communication
practices, and social interactions.

Our results show how UbiSketch brought sketching from the
privacy of paper notebooks and sketchbooks into the pub-
lic domain of social networks, meeting an otherwise unmet
need for informal communication. (Indeed, as of this writing,
four of our participants still publish on Facebook daily and a
new user has started to exploit the system, a sibling of one of
the participants.) Several factors enabled UbiSketch to bring
sketching back into the public realm.

• It enabled participants to express things that they could not
or would not otherwise express. Participants expressed feel-
ings like happiness, boredom or pain through sketches that
were not possible to effectively communicate over photos
or text.

• Its direct interface and instantaneous publication preserved
the quality of prevailing social media. Slow sketching com-
bined with fast-paced online social media would have re-
sulted in an impedence mismatch. Participants could ex-
press themselves quickly and naturally on paper and share
in-the-moment information, fitting the practices typical of
today’s of social media applications.

• It broadened and deepened social interactions. Compared
with prior photo practices, participants posted more on
Facebook, their sketches received more comments, and a
larger group of friends responded. The sketches and com-
ments were also more personal. UbiSketch created unique
social interactions within the participant groups and across
their social networks, with friends actively participating in
the social existence of the published sketch.

All in all, the affordances offered by UbiSketch enable the
digital medium to embrace an additional form of communi-
cation, bringing it one step closer to fulfilling the promise of
capturing the full spectrum of human experience.

In the future we plan to expand UbiSketch to explore further
sketching practices. For example, currently users and viewers
see the sketch in its final static form. What if we show the
dynamic evolution of the sketch or some of its hidden proper-
ties? We will explore visualization techniques to provide ad-
ditional information about the publisher’s context and mood,
e.g., expressing the location, speed, and force of sketching,
through static (color, stroke thickness) and dynamic (anima-
tion, replay) representations.
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